
Using a Value Driver 
Model in the Capitalized 
Income Method 

An alternative terminal value model is the value driver model (VDM).1 The VDM in 
directly valuing equity is as follows: 

Formula A10–1 

𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 = [𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛+1 × (1 − 𝑏𝑏)]/[𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 − 𝑏𝑏 × 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵] 
where: 

FVn = Terminal value at time n 
NIn+1 = Net income, after-tax, expected in period n + 1 (often called NOPAT, net 

operating profit after-tax) 
b = Retention ratio = 1 − payout ratio = 0 ≤ 1 − b < 1 
ke = Cost of equity capital 
kBV = Rate of return on book value (retained portion of net income usually 

estimated as NIn+1 / BVn) 
BVn = Book value of equity at time n 
   

 This model will be equal to the Gordon growth model only under some very unrealistic 
assumptions. First, accounting income and economic income may differ significantly. 
Often, users of the VDM calculate the book rate of return or expected reinvestment rate, 
kBV, using historical realized returns based on accounting relationships. If accounting 
relationships are used, an analyst often needs to make adjustments to NI and BV in prior 
years before estimating kBV from historical relationships. 
 For example, for accounting purposes, research and development has probably been 
expensed for financial reporting purposes. Successful prior research is no different than 
prior capital expenditures. Both are prior period outlays supporting current and future 
period returns. This expensing has reduced the net income in prior periods and, therefore, 
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the book value of assets. Therefore, the book rate of return, kBV, can differ from the current 
return on investment because its book value, BVn, is less than the true investment dollars 
expended in prior years. 
 Similarly, if the business leases many of its assets using operating leases, its book value, 
BVn, does not reflect the business's economic investment in assets. 
 An analyst can adjust for these differences by capitalizing and amortizing research and 
development and capitalizing all leases. 
 Another adjustment involves excess cash and investments that may be included in the 
book value. The analyst is trying to measure the return on investing in operations, NOPAT. 
Therefore, the rate of return must be measured by subtracting the interest earned on excess 
cash and investments from NIn+1 and the amount of excess cash and investments from BVn 
before estimating the rate of return on reinvested retained net income.2 
 The VDM will generally not equal the Gordon growth model if growth in net cash 
flows in the terminal period is greater than zero. Even if real growth in the terminal period 
is assumed to be zero, inflation is likely to cause the expected net cash flows and NOPAT 
measured in nominal dollars (including expected inflation) to increase in future years. The 
positive growth scenario will probably cause the two models to differ in value conclusion 
because returns inferred from book income and book value will probably differ from 
economic returns, and that difference is accentuated under conditions of inflation.3 
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